
PRESS QUOTES 

Jack Magaw, Scenic Designer 

  

  

After Dark Award – “Outstanding Season 2004-05” 

 

“The settings Mr. Magaw devised this past season showed a marvelous versatility in their concepts while being 

remarkable artistic creations on their own:  The lovely yet stark wooden platforms and revolving periaktoi of 

Pegasus Players’ The Upper Room; the invitingly detailed home in Writers’ Theatre’s The Subject Was Roses; the 

stairways and landings for Congo Square’s Black Nativity: A Gospel Song Play; the off-kilter but incredibly 

realistic living room for Court Theatre’s Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?; and the beautifully inviting backyards 

of Drury Lane Water Tower’s Morning’s At Seven.” 

 

 

Best Scenic Designer – The Pitch, Arts and Entertainment, Kansas City, MO (2014) 

 

“Sure, cushier budgets can give designers a leg up on the competition — it’s tough to craft a winning scenic 

design from a palette of rehearsal cubes and a couch you found on the curb. But we have a hunch that Jack 

Magaw could make stage magic from just about anything, having seen his dynamic designs this season. From his 

multistory, detail-rich fishing lodge in The Foreigner to the pared-down playing areas and fancy fly pieces for 

Romeo and Juliet to the death row he brought to life in When I Come to Die, Magaw’s sets are as ingenious as 

they are functional. Subtle touches — carrying the Romeo and Juliet set’s grand arches over into a pattern on 

Juliet’s balcony — reveal the artist’s attention to detail (and give you something to hunt for during 

intermission).” 

 

 

Best Efficiency Unit – The Pitch, Arts and Entertainment, Kansas City, MO (2015) 

 

“Over the years, KC Rep has conditioned us, like Pavlovian mutts, to salivate when we see Jack Magaw’s name 

in a program. The veteran designer has created some of the Rep’s most innovative and detailed sets. But we still 

weren’t expecting the ingenious economy of Magaw’s design for The Who & the What. An ornate façade, 

stretched wide across the Copaken stage, offered an elegant modern riff on Islamic tile design. As scenes 

changed, quadrants of the façade parted, allowing new sets to slide out like enormous kitchen drawers. The 

creativity alone was eye-catching; the practicality reminded us why Magaw is in high demand.” 

 

 
Roof of the World – Kansas City Repertory Theatre, Kansas City, MO (2016) 

 

“The play spans centuries and continents, shifting kaleidoscopically from a stuffy London parlor to a Kashgar 

prison to an unmapped forest in the Pamir mountains — the titular "roof of the world.  The solution? A literal 

trunk show. Scenic designer and probable wizard Jack Magaw has crafted an enormous cube adorned like a 

steamer trunk, the faces of which open out like French doors to reveal several mini-sets. Ladder rungs on the 

corners allow actors to summit the cube for mountain treks and gunfire chases; a clever trap door makes for 

magical disappearing acts and realistic campfires (credit lighting designer Amanda Zieve for the latter). A 

turntable stage spins the trunk like a globe, speeding the play's numerous scene changes.” (Liz Cook, 

ThePitch.com) 

 

“Jack Magaw’s set, a massive puzzle-box on a turntable, is a wonder. Closed, it may represent the base of the 

Himalayas or the walls of a Kashgar prison, while seconds later it might open and rotate to reveal a posh London 

parlor or the terrace of a colonial tea plantation. The mountain encounters between George and Safia take 

place—appropriately enough—on its roof, aided by mist, shadow (lighting by Amanda Zieves), the whistle of 

whipping winds (sound by Andre Pluess), and Jeffrey Cady’s projected peaks. Scenes don’t shift, they spin, and 

Rosen drives the pace forward at cinematic speeds.” (Victor Wishna, KCMetropolis.org) 



Hedda Gabler – Writers’ Theatre, Glencoe, IL (2014) 

 

“Designer Jack Magaw's jagged setting, all fem flowers and odd, emaciated angles, slices through the Writers' 

space. One of Magaw's main entryways is elevated, which has the effect of making it look like huge people on 

stilts are arriving at Hedda's place, before they suddenly descend into the marital muck with the rest of us.” 

(Chris Jones, Chicago Tribune) 

 

 

Cabaret – Kansas City Repertory, Kansas City, MO (2011) 

 

“The last time the Rep produced any show with a set this elaborate and ambitious was, probably, Mary 

Zimmerman's Metamorphoses in 2004, with that amazing, giant pool of water. There's no water in Cabaret, but 

Jack Magaw's set is, in its own way, more exciting.” (Frank Siraguso, Kansas City InfoZine) 

 

“Watching Kansas City Repertory Theatre’s classy production of  Cabaret with its rotating circular stage and 

bifurcated audience...made for an interesting and ultimately rewarding experience on opening night.  This is a 

physically handsome production, thanks to Jack Magaw’s seemingly simple but sophisticated scenic design with 

major contributions from David Weiner (lighting) and Sarah Beers (costumes).” (Robert Trussell, Kansas City 

Star) 

 

“For the first time in its 46-year-history, Kansas City Rep is presenting a show on a specially-designed, 360-

degree rotating theatre-in-the-round stage. From a limited number of on-stage seats and tables, audience 

members see a behind-the-scenes perspective of Cabaret, including the crew running the show, scenery load-in 

and actors in the wings. One patron was heard to remark, 'Fascinating. It's like sitting at the chef's table in a 

restaurant. You see everything.'” (BroadwayWorld.com) 

 

 

The Caretaker – Writers’ Theatre, Glencoe, IL (2011) 

 

“However, this production immerses the audience in more than acting alone. Jack Magaw's incredible set is a 

complete four-walled room within an already-intimate theater. The audience doesn't look on, but is inside the 

room sharing the house, its hallway and doorway with the characters themselves.”  (Jonathan Abarbanel, Windy 

City Times) 

 

 

Gee's Bend – Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park, Cincinnati, OH (2011) 

 

"Gee's Bend is a real place, a hamlet in Alabama. Scenic designer Jack Magaw sets the place with the merest 

brush strokes - a suggestion of a cypress grove as a backdrop, panels covered with yellowed newspaper to keep 

the wind out of the homes of the poor African-American inhabitants of the community.” (Jackie Demaline, 

Cincinnati.com) 

 

 

Bug – Redtwist Theatre, Chicago, IL (2011) 

 

“Entering Senior and Magaw’s impeccably shabby design for Letts’s 1996 creepfest means walking through a 

door labeled ‘19’ to take your seat in an uncannily convincing replica of a downscale Oklahoma motel. Add in 

the neon sign partly visible through the doorframe when characters enter and exit, along with sound designer 

Christopher Kriz’s distant arguments and traffic, and the result is one of the most intense theatrical experiences 

you’re likely to have.”  (John Beer, TimeOUT Chicago) 

 

“Senior, whose production of Martin McDonagh's “The Pillowman” was a previous hit in this space, shares 

directing and design credit here with Jack Magaw. As soon as you pass through the lobby, you can see why: the 



duo clearly has tried, as far as possible, to build an actual, life-sized, seedy Oklahoma motel room inside a black 

box, and simply shove the audience in as many unobtrusive corners as possible, without seeming to betray the 

shape or dimension of the room. It's such a remarkable feat that the room becomes like an additional character.”  

(Chris Jones, Chicago Tribune) 

 

 

In The Next Room or the vibrator play – Victory Gardens Theater, Chicago, IL (2011) 

 

“This production features a set from Jack Magaw full of more artful detail than has been the recent case at the 

Biograph.”  (Chris Jones, Chicago Tribune) 

 

 
Circle Mirror Transformation – Repertory Theatre of St. Louis, St. Louis, MO (2011) 

 

“The set that Jack Magaw designed for ‘Circle Mirror Transformation’ in the Loretto-Hilton’s Emerson Studio 

Theatre is so comfortable, you feel as if you’ve been there before.  The pale gray floor, the big mirror on the wall 

and the rows of tiered chairs that form a ‘U’ around a generous open space all invite you to participate in 

whatever happens next.”  (Judy Newmark – St. Louis Post-Dispatch) 

 

“This effect is abetted by an ingenious set, designed by Jack Magaw, that wraps both players and spectators in 

the ambiance of the community center, right down to the floor on the seating risers.”  (Robert Boyd – Talkin’ 

Broadway) 

 

 

Madagascar – Next Theatre, Evanston, IL (2011) 

 

“One final note: For the second time in a week (earlier it was for Northlight’s Eclipsed), designer Jack Magaw 

has created a set that encapsulates a play with uncanny beauty. Here, his elegantly distressed “blue room” in a 

hotel that looks out over the Spanish Steps in Rome is at once a work of exquisite architecture and hallucinatory 

memory.”  (Hedy Weiss, Chicago Sun-Times) 

 

 

Eclipsed – Northlight Theatre, Skokie, IL (2011) 

 

“Men start wars. Women must find ways to survive them. And it is their strategies for survival that are of the 

essence in “Eclipsed,” Danai Gurira’s play, now at Northlight Theatre, where director Hallie Gordon and her 

five actresses, along with master set designer Jack Magaw, have found ways to make the life force 

palpable….Magaw’s cutaway corrugated and concrete block set, which might easily have been airlifted straight 

out of Africa, has a superb sense of place, and the actresses fully inhabit it.” (Hedy Weiss, Chicago Sun-Times) 

 

 
A Flea In Her Ear – Kansas City Repertory, Kansas City, MO (2009) 

 

“So, when we learn that the hotel (a plush marvel from scenic designer Jack Magaw) is outfitted with a spinning 

bed and a secret door, or when we discover that the impotent husband is a dead ringer for the hotel's drunken 

bellboy (both well handled by John Scherer), we giggle both at the silliness of the conceits and at the havoc 

they'll stir.” (Alan Scherstuhl, Pitch.com) 

 

 

Home – Court Theatre, Chicago, IL (2010) 

 

“Jack Magaw's spare, indigo-hued frame house set...beautifully captures the poetic soul of a play that turns 

sweeping historical change into an intensely personal odyssey.” (Hedy Weiss, Chicago Sun-Times) 


